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Abstract
Introduction
While gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) have not been directly associated with obesity, the observed incidence of these tumors is seemingly greater than previously reported. This study sought to determine
the true incidence of GISTs in bariatric surgery patients.
Methods
A retrospective review was performed on prospectively collected data of consecutive laparoscopic bariatric procedures from August, 2012 to June, 2013. Thorough intra operative examination of the stomach to
identify possible pathology was performed during each case, and the procedure was modified, if necessary, to
resect suspicious lesions. All resected specimens were sent to pathology for microscopic examination.
Results
Two-hundred nine consecutive patients undergoing primary laparoscopic bariatric procedures at our institution were included in this study. All patients denied symptoms common to GIST in the preoperative period
and no patients had GISTs definitively identified on pre-operative endoscopy. Five pathology-proven GISTs
were found in 4 patients (1.9%). Half of these patients required modification of their procedure to achieve
oncologically appropriate resection margin.
Conclusions
Bariatric surgery patients may have a dramatically greater incidence of GIST than the general population
(1.9% vs. 0.002%). During bariatric surgery, meticulous examination of the stomach should be performed to
facilitate resection of these tumors, even if asymptomatic, before they could become clinically relevant.
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Introduction

It is this precursor cell that is probably the origin
of
GISTs
which likely arise due to KIT proto-oncogene
Gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) is a mesenchymal
neoplasm of the gastrointestinal tract [1]. It has been proposed that activation. Immunohistochemical studies have shown
interstitial cells of Cajal (ICC) and GIST share a common precur- that most GIST are c-KIT positive (80-100%), CD34
sor cell as both share common immunohistochemical characteris- positive (50-80%), and Desmin negative [3]. GIST
tics including c-KIT (CD117) and CD34 [2]. See (Figure 1-3).
most often arises in the stomach (39-50%), small intestine (25-36%), colon (5-10%), rectum (5-10%), and
esophagus (1-5%) [1,4]. There is a reported incidence
of 7-20 new cases per million per year in the general
population [1,5-8]. Currently, the mainstay of treatment
remains surgical excision of the tumor with adequate
negative margin [9-10].

Figure 1: H and E Stain of stomach.

Figure 2: H and E stain of incidental asymptomatic GIST resected during
bariatric surgery.

Figure 3: cKit stain of incidental asymptomatic GIST resected during
bariatric surgery.

Obesity has been implicated as a risk factor for
many cancers, including esophageal, endometrial, thyroid, colon, and renal [11-12]. The unexpected finding
of pathology in the course of a bariatric procedure has
been described and in most cases the initial procedure
could be completed with little to no alteration [13].
GISTs are some of the more common incidentally discovered neoplasms in these cases. The first incidental
GIST found during bariatric surgery was described in
2005 [14]. There have since been recent retrospective
analyses and case series looking more closely at the
increased incidence in this patient population. Several
sources propose that bariatric patients may have an increased incidence of GIST, estimated at 0.31-0.8% [9,
14-17].
The combination of previous retrospective reports
of unexpected pathology and the experience at our institution led to active prospective intra operative inspection of the stomachs of patients undergoing laparoscopic bariatric surgery for any incidental pathology,
but specifically for lesions likely to be small asymptomatic GISTs. To date, there has been no prospective
study on the incidence of GIST during bariatric procedures. The purpose of this study was to determine if the
true incidence of GIST in patients undergoing obesity
surgery is indeed even greater than previously reported
when these lesions are prospectively sought. It is expected that the incidence should be higher as we are
actively searching for GIST pathology instead of pas-
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sively recording pathologic incidence. The larger question of whether morbid obesity increases incidence of
GIST remains unanswered. However, this investigation
proposes use of an opportunistic safety net for these patients to avoid more complicated resections or disease
that would certainly be caused by passively waiting for
lesions to become symptomatic.

Between August 2012 and June 2013, 209 patients
underwent weight loss surgery at our institution. No patients complained of symptoms associated with GIST
(abdominal pain, nausea, vomiting, palpable mass, or
blood in the stool/vomit) in the preoperative period.
There were no GISTs definitively identified on pre-operative endoscopy in any patient. Four patients (1.9%)
were found to have suspicious lesions at operation
Methods
which were resected. Two of the four patients required
Patients undergoing weight loss surgery at our modification of their procedure to achieve oncologicalinstitution (laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass or ly appropriate resection margins. There were no comlaparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy) are determined to plications post-operatively as a result of these modifimeet National Institute of Health criteria and then par- cations. Five pathology-proven GISTs were found in
ticipate in a comprehensive work-up including routine these 4 patients (1.9%).
pre-operative outpatient upper endoscopy. Informed
One patient had two nodules of 4 mm in diameter
consent was obtained from study participants and no
stipend was offered. Thorough intra-operative exami- located on the fundus of the stomach. A second patient
nation of the stomach to identify possible pathology had a tumor of 0.9 cm in diameter though the tumor
was performed during each case, with a high index of was fragmented and may have been larger than measuspicion for small mural lesions representing GISTs. sured. This tumor was located on the posterior stomach
The procedure was modified, if necessary, to provide near the gastroesophageal junction. The third patient
oncologically adequate resection of any lesion found. had a tumor with a diameter of 1.1 cm. This tumor was
All resected specimens were sent to pathology for from the anterior wall of a sleeve gastrectomy specimicroscopic examination. All sleeve resection speci- men. The fourth patient had two tumors of 0.4 cm and
mens were also routinely sent to pathology for review. 0.3 cm located within a sleeve gastrectomy specimen.
In sleeve gastrectomy cases where suspicious lesions Both tumors had involved the muscularis propria of the
were identified and resected as part of the sleeve speci- wall of the stomach. All tumors were spindle cell GIST
men, the pathology department was alerted to specifi- subtypes, c-KIT (CD117) positive (when tested), low
cally examine the relevant area of the sleeve resection grade mitotic rate, and the margins of the resection for
the tumors were negative (Table 1).
specimen.
A retrospective review was performed on prospectively collected pathology data of consecutive laparoscopic bariatric procedures from August 2012 to June
2013 to quantify the presence of GIST in these patients.
Statistical comparison of the incidence of GIST with
proactive examination of the stomach for GIST during
bariatric surgery (our data) to retrospective reports of
GIST in bariatric surgery patients in the literature was
performed using Fisher’s exact test (GraphPad Software, Inc. La Jolla, CA, USA).

Results

Patient 1

Patient 2

Patient 3

Patient 4

4 mm

0.9 cm

1.1 cm

0.4 cm,
0.3 cm

Location

Fundus

Posterior
stomach near
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Anterior
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sleeve
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c-KIT Positive?
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Yes
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Table 1: Found GIST Characteristics

Table 1. Shows a summary of the tumor characteristics.The
collective data of the four largest reports [9, 14-16] includes 29 patients with incidental GISTs found at the time of bariatric surgery
in 5362 patients (0.5%). Comparison of the data from our study to
these reported data shows a statistically significant increase in the
incidence of GIST detection through active inspection for GIST
(p=0.0336) (Table 2).

Our Study
Other Studies

GIST
4
29

No GIST
205
5333

Table 2: Contingency Table for Fisher Exact Test.
Shows the contingency table we used for our Fisher’s exact test.

Discussion
It is well known that GIST most often arises in the stomach [1,4]. There is a reported incidence in the literature of 7-20
new cases per million per year in the general population [1, 5-8].
At most, this amounts to an incidence of 0.002%. The remarkable increase in bariatric procedures in the last decade has allowed
over 100,000 people per year to undergo examination of their asymptomatic stomach intra operatively. This phenomenon has led
to the realization that the previously reported and generally accepted incidence of GIST is much lower than what is actually seen
in the bariatric surgery population. Multiple retrospective reports
have reported the incidence of GIST in bariatric surgery patients
to be 0.3-0.8% [9, 14-16]. In 2005, Sanchez et al, reported a 0.8%
incidence of gastric GIST in 4 out of 517 patients undergoing laparoscopic Roux-en-Y gastric bypass [14]. Yuval et al found an incidence of 0.6% in 5 out of 827 patients undergoing laparoscopic
sleeve gastrectomy [15]. The recent study published by Chiappetta
et al in 2015 demonstrated GIST in 8 out of 2,603 patients undergoing laparoscopic sleeve gastrectomy and Roux-en-Y gastric bypass (incidence 0.31%) [9]. Another recent study by Crouthamel et
al in 2015 found 12 GIST out of 1,415 patients undergoing sleeve
gastrectomies [16]. It is understandable that the incidence of found
GISTs is higher as bariatric surgery allows one a closer look at the
stomach to identify suspicious lesions. Our study took this concept
a step further by prospectively looking for GIST intraoperatively
in patients with morbid obesity. Our data within this study reveal

that actively seeking these lesions during bariatric surgery yields
a significantly higher incidence of 1.9%. It is uncertain if these
data reflect an increased incidence in the entire population or just
bariatric surgery patients. While it is fairly well known that minute
asymptomatic GISTs are likely more common than previously reported, it is not clear what the conversion rate from clinically nonsignificant to clinically significant is. Previously, researchers have
not actively searched for GISTs in a population as one is capable
of doing within the bariatric population. By actively searching for
GISTs, we were able to find a higher incidence than previously
noted in studies which noted only incidental findings of GIST, usually through postoperative review of pathology reports. All of the
tumors in our investigation were considered benign and unstageable by pathology. Whether they would have become clinically
significant later on, we could not determine. However, the natural evolution of GISTs implies that at least some of them would
have.
While GIST has not been directly found to have an increased risk
in obesity, obesity has been implicated as a risk factor for many
cancers, as previously stated [11-12]. It is not completely clear
why this correlation exists. Some hypothesize that part of this increased incidence is due to a chronic inflammatory state from excess adipose tissue. Increased IL-6, TNF-α, IGF-1, IL-1β, insulin,
and bio available estrogen has all been implicated in this process.
These cytokine effects have been demonstrated on a local and systemic basis and are thought to be the driving forces of the obesitycancer link [18]. Regardless of cause, it is clear that the rates of
death from many cancers, and specifically stomach cancer in men,
are associated with increased body weight and obesity [19]. It has
been shown that bariatric surgery reduces cancer mortality by 60%
during a 7-year follow-up [20].

Conclusion
It is clear from the data within this study that asymptomatic
GISTs are present in bariatric surgery patients at a much higher
rate than previously reported. With greater than 100,000 bariatric
procedures being performed annually, a great number of lesions
can be found and adequately resected before becoming clinically
significant if they are actively sought as a matter of standard care
during the initial bariatric procedure.
The limitations of our study are the small number of patients
and that it is essentially observational, except for the two patients
who had modification of their procedure to resect their GIST. Further, our data do not elucidate whether the resected GISTs would
ever have become clinically significant, nor is it powered enough
to recommend significant changes in the current practices for detection and treatment of GIST. Thus, it would be useful to see future studies with more prospective searches of GIST incidence in
the bariatric population to confirm our data.
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However, what if not all of these lesions become clinically
significant, statistically at least some of them will. When actively
sought during bariatric surgery, removal of these lesions often does
not require significantly more effort. Proactive action to remove
these tumors may prove to help prevent the clinical development
of the few GISTs that do occur.
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